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Abstract. In the hierarchical wireless sensor network (WSN), selecting cluster
head (CH) is important issue to increase the network energy efficiency,
scalability and lifetime. For the sake of balancing energy expenditure of sensor
nodes and improving the performance of routing, We propose a distributed and
self-adaptive cluster-head selection algorithm. Based on the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering (HAC) method, the algorithm uses the qualitative
connectivity data as input data, and tailor simple numerical methods to generate
a cluster tree. From such clustering sequence, the CH and the backup CH can be
quickly selected without extra message exchanges. Simulation results
demonstrate that this method is effective and self-adaptive, which can enhance
network self-control capability and resource efficiency, and prolong the whole
network lifetime.
Keywords: Wireless sensor networks; cluster head selection; hierarchical
agglomerative clustering; backup cluster head
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Introduction

In the last few years there has been a growing interest in small, low-power hardware
platforms that integrate sensing, processing data and wireless communication
capabilities. These devices are called sensor nodes and are grouped to form a Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN). A WSN has application in environmental monitoring,
infrastructure management, transportation and many others [1, 2]. The hierarchical
network architecture of WSN shows its advantages on sharing limited wireless
channel bandwidth, balancing node energy consumption, enhancing management, and
so on[3]. The hierarchical routing protocols can be classified into two categories:
random-selected-CH protocol and well-selected-CH protocol. The representative
random-selected-CH protocols are: LEACH [4] and HEED[5]. LEACH-C [6] and
AHP [7] are well-known well-selected-CH protocols.
The random-selected-CH protocols have two main disadvantages. Firstly, the
randomly picked CH may have a higher communication overhead. Secondly, the
periodic CH rotation or election which needs extra energy to rebuild clusters. To avoid
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the problem of random CH selection, the approach of well-selected-CH has considered
three factors: energy, mobility, and the better cluster quality. However, they usually
have a more complex scheme and higher overhead to optimize the CH selection and
cluster formation.
In this paper, we propose a distributed HAC (DHAC) routing algorithm for wireless
sensor networks. One of the most commonly accepted method, UPGMA, is used to
make clustering decision in this paper. The qualitative one-hop connectivity
information is adopted as input data, which can be easily obtained through message
transmission with low or no extra communication cost. Simulations have validated its
effectiveness.

2
2.1

Distributed hierarchical agglomerative clustering
DHAC Inrtroduction and Notations Definitions

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC)[8] is a conceptually and mathematically
simple clustering approach which uses four clustering methods, CLINK, SLINK,
UPGMA, and WPGMA. Recently, the most research does focus on the clustering
technique analysis and comparison. All of these methods comprise three common key
steps: obtain the data set, build the similarity matrix, and execute the clustering
algorithm. Based on the concept of HAC, we propose a DHAC method for distributed
environments by improving the HAC algorithms. The main idea behind DHAC is that
a node only needs one-hop neighbor knowledge to build clusters. To apply the DHAC
algorithm in WSNs, we present a bottom-up clustering approach by simple six steps.
Firstly, the qualitative connectivity data is obtained as input data set for DHAC.
Secondly, the similarity matrix is built. Thirdly, the similar nodes are grouped
together by executing the distributed clustering algorithm. The last three steps are
cutting the cluster tree with the threshold, merging the smaller cluster, and electing
the CHs. The process of all steps is illustrated in the following sections. Figure 2 and
Figure 3 illustrate the pseudo code of the DHAC implementation for WSNs. Table 1
summarizes the notations we will use in our discussion.
Table 1. Summary of notations
Symbol
Simi_Matrix
Node_Id
Ch_Id
Min_Coeff
Min_Coeff_Id

T
Csize
Min_Cluster_
Size

Definition
Similarity Matrix
Node Id
Cluster Head(CH) Id
The minimum coefficient in the Similarity Matrix
the cluster(CH_Min) Id
corresponding
Min_Coeff
The threshold of Min_Coeff
The number of cluster member in a cluster
The threshold of minimum cluster size
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2.2

Input Data Set

In this paper, DHAC can use simple qualitative connectivity information of a network
or quantitative data through received signal strength or GPS. The quantitative could be
the location of each node, the nodes' residual energy, or other features. Either
qualitative data or quantitative data is the properties of the sensor node, and the nodes
with similar properties can be crusted together. For simplicity and without loss of
generality, we use the qualitative connectivity information as the input data set for
DHAC.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

procedure obain_local_input_data ()
Send HELLO, Node_Id to 1-hop neighbors;
if (isHELLOReceived==false)
Keep listening to neighbors;
else
Build local data with (sender’s Node_id, 1)
endif
end procedure
procedure simi_matrix ()
Ch_Id=Node_id;
send AskLocalData and its local data to
direct connected neighbors;
13. if (isAskLocalDataReceived==false)
14.
Keep listening to neighbors;
15. else
16.
Obtain sender’s data;
17. Establish Simi_Matrix via Dice coefficient;
18. endif
19. end procedure

Fig. 1. A simple 8-node network.

2.3

Fig. 2. Pseudo code of distributed HAC (a).

Build the Similarity Matrix

To set up the local similarity matrix, in figure 2, lines (11-16), each node elects itself as
a CH(cluster head) and send AskLocalData message to its direct connected neighbors.
Then node keeps listening until accepted the senders' local qualitative connectivity
data. After obtained the qualitative input data, the Similarity matrix could be built
(Figure 2, line 17), and there are three typical methods [9] to calculate the similarity
coefficient for qualitative data: Dice (Sorenson's) coefficient, Jaccard coefficient and
Simple Matching coefficient. The Dice coefficient between node {a} and {b} can be
2C
formulated as Sa ,b = 1 −
, Where C is number of positive matches between
N a + Nb
nodes {a} and {b} in input data. N a is total number of “1” value filled in the node
{a}’s local table that are directly connected. The calculation principle of N b is
similar to that used in N a .
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2.4

Executing the Distributed Clustering Algorithm

After building the similarity matrix. Each node takes itself as the cluster head(CH)
and obtains its own local resemblance matrix, from which its minimum
coefficient(Min_Coeff) can be easily found. In table 1, we name the ID of CH as Ch_Id,
and define the cluster(CH_Min) Id corresponding to Min_Coeff as Min_Coeff_Id. If Ch_Id is
smaller than Min_Coeff_Id, then CH sends AsktoMerge message to its CH_Min for
merging themselves together, otherwise CH does nothing and just waiting. In figure 3,
lines 3-11 show the process of sending message.
1. procedure execute_DHAC ()
2. do {
/*---- Distributed Sending Message----*/
3.
if (Ch_Id== Node_Id)
4.
Find minimum coefficient in
simi_matrix to assign to
variable Min_Coeff;
5.
Set Node_id with Min_Coeff to
CH_Min;
6.
if (Ch_Id< Min_Coeff_Id)
7.
Send AsktoMerge message to
CH_Min;
8. else
9.
CH keeps waiting;
10. endif
11. endif
/*---- Distributed Receiving Message----*/
12. if (isAsktoMergeReceived==true)
13. if (Min_Coeff_Id ==sender’s CH_Id)
14.
Faceback CONFIRM message;
15.
CH_ID=sender’s CH_Id;
16. else
17.
Faceback DENY message;
18. endif

19.
20.

elseif (isDENYReceived==true )
CH stops sending AsktoMerge
message until Simi_Matrix
refreshed;
21. elseif (isCONFIRMReceived==true)
22.
do merge_clusters();
23. elseif(isREFRESHReceived==true)
Update the Simi_Matrix;
24. endif }
25. while(Min_Coeff<T)
/*--- Control the minimum cluster size--*/
26.
caculate the cluster’s member
number to Csize;
27. if (Csize<Min_Cluster_Size)
28.
do merge_clusters();
29. endif
30. end procedure
31. procedure merge_clusters()
32. merge two clusters;
33. blend local information of two
clusters;
34. update Simi_Matrix by using UPGMA
method
35. broadcast REFRESH message;
36. end procedure

Fig. 3. Pseudo code of distributed HAC (b).

In distributed clustering algorithm, another role action of node is receiving
message(figure 3, lines 12-18). When a cluster head(CH) receives a ASKtoMerge
message, it compares the sender’s cluster head id with its Min_Coeff_Id. If they are just
the same, then the CH facebacks a message to the source node to confirm the
merging condition and elects the source to be the new CH. Otherwise, the CH sends
back a DENY message. When a cluster receives the CONFIRM message from
another cluster, it goes to merge the two clusters into a new cluter (figure 3, lines 3136). At the same time, local similarity matrix and neigbor list are combined together,
and the similarity matrices of two clusters are updated through the chosen HAC
algorithm. CLINK, SLINK, UPGMA, and WPGMA are four main types of the HAC
algorithm methods. Among them, un-weighted pair-Group Method (UPGMA) is the
most commonly adopted clustering method. This defines the similarity measure
between two clusters as the arithmetic average of resemblance coefficients among all
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pair entities in the two cluster. After a new cluster is formed, the CH broadcasts a
REFRESH message to notify its neighbors to update their similarity matrices.
Clusters update their own similarity matrix after receiving this REFRESH message,
which contains the new cluster information and the merged neighbor list. Once a CH
receives a DENY message from its CH_Min, the CH stops sending the AsktoMerge
Message until its similarity matrix has been uptated.
Since the qualitative connectivity data are very simple, and a few of Min_Coeff in
initial local similarity matrix is usually very small. A do-while loop is used to ensure
clustering process to be executed at least once. This process will repeat until the
while condition (line 25).

2.5

The Last Three Steps of DHAC

The last three steps are cutting the cluster tree with the threshold, merging the smaller
cluster, and electing the CHs. After generating a cluster tree, a pre-configured
threshold T (figure 3, lines 2-25) is used in do-while loop to controls the upper bound
size of clusters. The predefined threshold can be transmission radius, number of
clusters, or cluster density. If the cluster size is less than a pre-defined threshold,
Min_Cluster_Size, merge the cluster with its closest cluster (figure 3, lines 26-29). To
select the appropriate CHs in clustering tree or clustering sequence, DHAC simple
chosse the nodes which satisfy two conditions: (1) the node is one of two nodes which
are merged into the cluster at the first step. (2) the node with the lower ID. Another
node which has the higher ID becomes the backup CH.

3

Simulation and performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of DHAC algorithm implemented in Ns-2
simulator . For increasing comparability, most parameters are similar to [10]. Each
node is equipped with an omni-directional antenna. Computer simulation is carried out
in a sensor network, where 400 sensor nodes are deployed randomly in a rectangular
region of size 400 × 400 units. The sink node is located at the center of netwok. Next,
we will present the performance comparison among the proposed DHAC and LEACH
protocols. We use two metrics to analyze and compare our simulation results for
clustering and energy saving: network lifetime and cluster energy dissipation. Here we
use node death rate versus the rounds of clustering to represent network lifetime.
As figure 4 and figure 5 shown, the performance of DHAC is much better than
LEACH. In figure 4, The clustering dissipated energy of DHAC is about 4 times less
than that of LEACH which predicates that DHAC can achieve much high reliability
and efficiency in energy consumption at 300 rounds timing. In figure 5, LEACH has
the shortest network: the number of clustering rounds is 300 and only 50% of the
nodes are alive. Compared to LEACH, DHAC prolongs it by 25%.
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Fig. 5. Node death rate versus the
rounds of clustering.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a distributed approach, DHAC, to classify sensor
nodes into appropriate groups in stead of simply gathering nodes to some randomly
selected CHs. We demonstrated the application and evaluation method, UPGMA, with
qualitative data. Simulation results demonstrate that this method is effective and selfadaptive, which can enhance network self-control capability and resource efficiency,
and prolong the whole network lifetime. In our future work, we will evaluate the
cluster quality with different HAC methods, SLINK, CLINK, and WPGMA.
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